Fiasco Hour
3pm-6pm Sunday thru Friday

MARTINI MADNESS
3pm-3:15pm, 4pm-4:15pm, 5pm-5:15pm
$3 "Martini Shooters" for 15 minutes only
"SAMANTHA", "GIOVANNA" OR "BART"

CRAVEABLE

4 Each
JUST GIVE ME A SLICE
choice of meat or no meat

GARLIC OR CINNAMON DOTS
fried pizza dough, ranch, marinara or cream cheese frosting

5 Each
PINWHEELS
ask us for today’s selection

CHICKEN PARM SLIDER
marinara, parmesan, fresh mozzarella

MEATBALL SLIDER
marinara, basil

EGGPLANT DIP
confit garlic, flatbread, blistered tomatoes, giardiniera

CRUSHABLE

Build your own martini:

9
Vodka or Gin
Nue or Simple or Ford's or Hawthorn's
Shaken Ice Cold or Stirred
Dry or Dirty
Olives or Lemon Twist

WINE - 6
A PIZZA FRIENDLY WHITE
A ROSÉ FROM THE ITALIAN COAST
A RED YOU MIGHT NOT KNOW

DRAFT BEER - 3
MICHELOB ULTRA
MODELO
SAINT ARNOLD KOLSCH
DEEP ELLUM BLONDE
TUPPS BACKYARD BOCK

WE DELIVER | WE CATER
POCOFIASCO.COM